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GET OUR COMPLETE SERIES OF DOCUMENTS ON
“ DOING DUE DILIGENCE WITH FIDELIORTM ”

https://fidelior.com/due-diligence-support/

HOW TO INTERPRET A FIDELIORTM REPORT
This document contains examples of how journal titles could appear in a FideliorTM report.
Each example illustrates how a journal title features on the Journal Quality Continuum.
Proof of quality is drawn from inconsistencies and/or agreement between a diversity of journal sources and
their inclusion criteria.
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Green lists categorise reputable journals titles vetted by organisations, countries, or discipline-specific
bodies. When your FideliorTM report contains multiple green flags means that the journal titles are of:
of reputable quality
vetted and approve by list owners and organisations
of no risk and do not require further due dilligence

Orange lists categorise any list of journal titles that are identified as possibly questionable, dubious, or
pseudoscientific. A title that appears on an orange list is, therefore, not necessarily ‘predatory’
or ‘blacklisted’ and is duly flagged for further consideration.
When your FideliorTM report contains all or mostly orange flags, it could mean that the journal titles are:
uncategorised or re-categorised
discontinued or removed
a possible risk and require further due dilligence

“EDUCATION LIBRARIES”
REMOVED TITLES

RECOGNISED, UNVETTED LISTS

“Travis, T. A. (2011). From the classroom to the boardroom: The impact of information literacy instruction on workplace
research skills. Education Libraries, 34(2), 19-31.”

The report shows that this title was included in DOAJ-REM in May 2016. The paper was published in 2011.
The stated reason for inclusion is “Publisher failed to reapply”.
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This may mean that the title is not open access anymore. It may also mean that the title simply stopped
publishing or that it was/is a suspicious title. It may also mean that the journal produced reputable research before but for some reason deteriorated in quality.
That said, trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved,
and accredited lists. Only one instance of this title was flagged in this report. An orange flag should not be
ignored or disregarded.
A further due diligence assessment of this title is recommended – for more guidance see FideliorTM’s Journal
Checklist.

“INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATION”
REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“Van Laar, E., Van Deursen, A. J., Van Dijk, J. A., & De Haan, J. (2019). The sequential and conditional nature of 21st-century digital skills.
International journal of communication, 13, 26.
Retrieved from https://ijoc.org/index.php/ijoc/article/view/10925/2731”
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This title was included in DOAJ-REM in January 2017. The paper was published in 2019. The stated reason for
inclusion is “Journal not adhering to Best practice”. However, the journal was reintroduced onto the DOAJ list
in February 2020. This could mean that the journal improved in quality and standing, but between 2017 and
2020 it did not adhere to best practices according to DOAJ standards.

The title also appears on numerous other reputable, approved, and vetted lists and was not removed or
discontinued at any stage from those lists. This may indicate reputable quality. In May 2014 DOAJ announced
that it did a review with updated criteria (https://blog.doaj.org/2014/05/22/doaj-publishes-lists-of-journalsremoved-and-added/).

For users, this means that DOAJ standards are probably more stringent than some other lists. When interpreting an instance such as this, it helps to understand journal source exclusion and inclusion criteria.
However, an orange flag should not be ignored or disregarded.
A further due diligence assessment of this title is recommended – for more guidance see FideliorTM’s Journal
Checklist.
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“INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN LEARNING”
REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“Phuapan, P., Viriyavejakul, C., & Pimdee, P. (2016). An Analysis of Digital Literacy Skills among Thai University Seniors. International
Journal of Emerging Technologies in Learning, 11(3), 24-31. Doi:10.3991/iiet.vlli03.5301”

In October 2016 this title was included in DOAJ-REM. The stated reason for inclusion is “Journal not adhering
to Best practice”. This title was reincluded in DOAJ in December 2017.
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This could mean that the journal improved in quality and standing, but between October 2016 and December 2017, did not adhere to best practices according to DOAJ standards. The paper was published in 2016
(the exact month may be of the essence when doing due diligence). This could mean that the paper may be
questionable according to DOAJ.

The title also appears on multiple other reputable, approved, and vetted lists and was not removed or discontinued at any stage from those lists.
This may indicate reputable quality. In May 2014 DOAJ announced that did a review with updated criteria
(https://blog.doaj.org/2014/05/22/doaj-publishes-lists-of-journals-removed-and-added/).

For users, this means that DOAJ standards are probably more stringent than some other lists. However, an
orange flag should not be ignored or disregarded.
A further due diligence assessment of this title is recommended – for more guidance see
FideliorTM’s Journal Checklist.
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“INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF HIGHER EDUCATION”
REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“Kivunja, C. (2014). Do you want your students to be job-ready with 21st century skills? Change pedagogies: a pedagogical paradigm shift
from Vygotskyian social constructivism to critical thinking, problem solving and siemens’ digital connectivism. International Journal
of Higher Education, 3(3), 81-91. Retrieved from http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eric&AN=EJ1067554&site=ehost-live”
“Kivunja, C. (2015). Unpacking the information, media, and technology skills domain of the new learning paradigm. International Journal
of Higher Education, 4(1), 166-181. Retrieved from http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1060555.pdf”
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Two instances of this title appear in the list of references and report; the two papers by the same author
were published in 2014 and 2015 (exact months are not clear). In September 2015 this title was included in
DOAJ-REM. The stated reason for inclusion is “Suspected editorial misconduct by publisher”. The title has
not been reintroduced to DOAJ yet.

The title also appears on SCOPUS-DISC with the message “Publication Concerns” and on BFI-REM-2021.
Three orange hits indeed flag the title as a concern.

The title also appears on three green lists and was not removed or discontinued at any stage from those
lists. This may indicate reputable quality. It could also be seen as evidence that a questionable title has
penetrated reputable journal lists.

However, three orange flags should not be ignored or disregarded.
A further due diligence assessment of this title is recommended – for more guidance see
FideliorTM’s Journal Checklist.
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“JOURNAL OF APPLIED FINANCE AND BANKING”
REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“Abro, M. M. Q., Khurshid, M. A., & Aamir, A. (2015). The use of mixed methods in management research. Journal of Applied Finance
and Banking, 5(2), 103.”

This title was included in DOAJ-REM in May 2016. The paper was published in 2015. The stated reason for
inclusion is “Publisher failed to reapply”. The title has not been reintroduced to DOAJ yet. This may mean
that the title is not open access anymore. It may also mean that the title simply stopped publishing or that
it was/is a suspicious title.
It may also mean that the journal produced reputable research before but for some reason deteriorated in
quality.

That said, trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved,
and accredited lists. This title only appears on one other reputable list, i.e., NORW-NSD. An orange flag
should not be ignored or disregarded.

A further due diligence assessment of this title is recommended – for more guidance see
FideliorTM’s Journal Checklist.
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“JOURNAL OF TURKISH SCIENCE EDUCATION”
REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“KAN’AN, A. (2018). The Relationship between Jordanian Students’ 21 st Century Skills (Cs21) and Academic Achievement in Science. Journal of Turkish Science Education (TUSED), 15(2). “

This title was included in DOAJ-REM in May 2016. The paper was published in 2018. The stated reason for
inclusion is “Publisher failed to reapply”. The title has not been reintroduced to DOAJ yet.

This may mean that the title is not open access anymore. It may also mean that the title was/is a suspicious title. It may also mean that the journal produced reputable research before but for some reason
deteriorated in quality.
That said, trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved,
and accredited lists. This title only appears on two other reputable lists, i.e., SCOPUS and NORW-NSD. An
orange flag should not be ignored or disregarded.
A further due diligence assessment of this title is recommended – for more guidance see
FideliorTM’s Journal Checklist.
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“LIBRARY PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICE”
REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“Nkanata, M. G., Makori, E. O., & Irura, G.
(2018). Comparative analysis of hospital information management systems
among healthcare workers in two selected hospitals in Kenya. Library Philosophy
and Practice, 2056, 1-19.”

This title was included in DOAJ-REM in May 2016. The paper was published in 2018. The stated reason for inclusion is “Publisher failed to reapply”. The title has not been reintroduced to DOAJ yet. This may mean that
the title is not open access anymore. It may mean that the title was/is a suspicious title.

It may also mean that the journal produced reputable research before but for some reason deteriorated
in quality. That said, trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted,
approved, and accredited lists.

This title appears on four green lists, i.e., ERA, SCOPUS, BFI, and NORW-NSD, and can therefore most probably be trusted. However, an orange flag should not be ignored or disregarded.
A further due diligence assessment of this title is recommended – for more guidance see
FideliorTM’s Journal Checklist.
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“JOURNAL OF BUSINESS AND RETAIL MANAGEMENT RESEARCH”
REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“Koyana, S., & Mason, R. B. (2018). Transformation in the wholesale and retail sector in South Africa: the role of internships.
Journal of Business and Retail Management Research, 12(4), 187-199. “

The paper was published in 2018. This title is included in SCOPUS-DISC. The stated reason for inclusion is
“RADAR”, which suggests that the title is being investigated by SCOPUS – see
https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/how-scopus-works/content/content-policy-and-selection.
Trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved, and accredited lists. Only two instances of this title were listed in this report, an orange flag and a flag on ERA, a green
list. The title may therefore be suspicious. An orange flag should not be ignored or disregarded.
A further due diligence assessment of this title is recommended – for more guidance see
FideliorTM’s Journal Checklist.

The report examples within this document were generated with journal data from September 2021
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FOR EXAMPLES OF HOW TO USE FIDELIORTM REPORTS, FIND OUR COMPLETE SERIES OF
DOCUMENTS ON “ DOING DUE DILIGENCE WITH FIDELIORTM ”
https://fidelior.com/due-diligence-support/
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